Data samples
The results described in this paper refer to the analysis of data collected at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider from February 2002 till August 2004. During this period the accelerator has been continually improving its luminosity delivering over 600 pb −1 to each experiment. Initial store luminosities exceeding 1 × 10 32 cm −2 sec −1 have now become quite common.
The CDF and D0 detectors have been reliably taking data over this period. The data set sizes used for B physics analyses are in the range of 220 to 450 pb −1 . These data sets are collected with three major trigger categories:
-di-lepton triggers: these provide a sample of millions of J/ψ's many of which originate from the decay of a b-hadron. From this sample several thousands fully reconstructed b-hadrons are obtained;
-single lepton triggers: these provide a large sample of b-hadrons decaying semi-leptonically. The background is significantly reduced by requiring a fully reconstructed D meson with the right charge correlation with the lepton. Samples sizes of up to ∼ 100 thousand lepton plus D events are achieved;
-triggers on displaced vertices: these provide large samples of b-hadrons decaying hadronically. From these samples several thousand fully reconstructed hadronic B decays are obtained. At present only CDF implements this kind of trigger. Both experiments have improved their measurements with fully reconstructed modes involving a J/ψ 3 . CDF has measured for the first time the lifetimes of B mesons using completely reconstructed fully hadronic decays like B → Dπ or B → D3π 4 ; the small systematic error indicates a good control of the secondary vertex trigger efficiency turn on. CDF has also measured the B u and B d lifetimes using a subsample of its semileptonic data 5 . D0 has measured the ratio of B u and B d lifetimes in their semileptonic samples with new technique that involves fitting the bin by bin ratio of the lifetime distributions 6 . Of particular interest is the D0 measurement of the B s lifetime in a very high statistics semileptonic sample 7 , as shown in fig. 2 . This is currently the best available measurement of this quantity. In the following we'll report on the CDF result, while the D0 result is described in a separate paper 11 . CDF makes two parallel measurements 12 using both fully reconstructed hadronic decays and semileptonic decays with a fully reconstructed D s meson. In the former case about 900 B s → D s π events are found after summing over three possible D decay modes: ϕπ, K * K and πππ; the latter yields a significantly larger statistics of about 7,500 B s → lνD s events, however the proper time resolution is worse because of the incomplete knowledge of the decay kinematics due to the missing neutrino. Signals using the decay D → ϕπ are shown in fig. 3 .
Flavor tagging is performed using only opposite side taggers. The tag sign is provided either by the sign of an electron or muon, or by the average weighed charge of the tracks in a jet. A combined tagging power in the order of 1.4% is obtained.
CDF performs an amplitude scan 13 on both samples and then combines them to obtain a 95% C.L. limit of 7.9 ps −1 for an expected limit of 8.4 ps −1 . The scan result is shown in fig. 3 and is clearly dominated by the statistical error. This result can be improved significantly in the near future by implementing more powerful taggers, improving the vertex resolution and including more final states in this analysis. A positive observation will require more statistics, but appears to be within reach. 
